Abstract Models of moving interfaces, especially those with stable soliton-like behavior, are of central importance in many areas of physics, for example, surface growth models, chemical waves, and more. Here described for the first time in a realistic geophysical context is a partial differential equation model of bedrock abrasion by unidirectional impacts generalizing earlier pioneering work on pebble shapes by Bloore who treated isotropic impacts (Bloore in Math. Geol. 9:113-122, 1977). The result is a simple geometrical partial differential equation exhibiting circular arcs as solitary wave profiles. The latter seem to be the first known analytic solutions on Bloore-type models. Solitonic behavior, although familiar in many areas of physics, appears not to have been encountered in the geophysical literature. Not only are the existence and stability of these stationary, traveling shapes demonstrated here by numerical experiments based on finite difference approximations, but it is also shown that the results received here are consistent with recent laboratory experiments. The simulations within show that, depending on initial profile shape and other parameters, these circular profiles may evolve via long transients, which in a geological setting, may appear as noncircular stationary profiles.
Introduction
Bedrock abrasion by impact of moving particles is a dominant process shaping obstacles in river channels (Sklar and Dietrich 2001) . Abrasion is mostly due to saltating particles; a broad description of their mechanistic properties is presented in Sklar and Dietrich (2004) . The goal of this paper is to identify and predict the geometry of obstacle profiles created by this process.
One of the main goals of geomorphology is to observe the evolving geometrical patterns in geological scenarios and to compare these observations with theoretical predictions. In this process time-invariant, stationary solutions of the underlying evolution equations play a key role as these solutions can serve as the most reliable test of the model: Time-invariant features have to be robustly present even in randomly gathered field data. One example of solutions with time-invariant features are shrinkers: Shapes evolving in a self-similar fashion. Such shrinkers may be present in the abrasion of sedimentary particles under isotropic collisional and frictional abrasion (Domokos and Gibbons 2012) and appear in field data as dominant axis ratios, for example, among coastal pebbles. The current aim here is to uncover time-invariant features of receding profiles subject to parallel, unilateral bombardment of abrading particles, serving as a model for bedrock in river channels being abraded by transported gravel.
In a recent paper, a discrete random model describing bedrock profile abrasion was developed and its predictions compared with experiment (Sipos et al. 2011) . The main observation was that stationary profiles emerged both in the laboratory experiments and the matching discrete simulations. This phenomenon has also been observed in Wilson (2009) , Wilson and Hovius (2010) , and Wilson et al. (2008 Wilson et al. ( , 2013 . The aim of the present paper is to present a simple partial differential equation capturing the essence of the physical process and investigate whether it admits stable traveling front solutions, which are compatible with the numerical and experimental results obtained in Sipos et al. (2011) and observed in Wilson and Hovius (2010) , Wilson et al. (2008 Wilson et al. ( , 2013 . In laboratory experiments and simulations, the initial profile was chosen to be a miniature cliff of height 10 cm. We examined how the cliff recedes under erosion by abrasion. Cliff erosion, although on much larger scale, has been studied previously. Fisher's classical model (Fisher 1866 ) is based on an integral formulation of material conservation law. In its simplest form, the initial cliff with height h (given by the Heaviside function y initial = hH (x)) erodes, so that its vertical face at time t is at x = x (t). Erosion also results in a scree, which piles up on the ground level y = 0 at an angle of repose α, so in the range 0 ≤ x ≤ x the sloping profile is given as y = y foot (x) governed by
and the process is halted when the foot reaches the top of the cliff. In this model, material conservation is not considered as an important part of the abrasion process, which is governed by fragmentation due to impact by collisions with incoming particles, so Fisher's theory is not applicable for this process. Rather, our geometrical model is based on a suitable modification of Bloore's classical collisional model (Bloore 1977) .
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sect. 2, the problem formulation is given. Section 3 is devoted to proving the existence of traveling waves in our model. Section 4 contains the proof of the linear stability of the traveling waves. In Sect. 5, the global behavior of our model is investigated numerically including the comparison to experiments. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6. (x, y, z) are Cartesian coordinates and y is assumed to be along the vertical direction. For simplicity, it is assumed that the system is uniform in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the direction of motion of the abrading particles. Thus, the bedrock profile starts off and remains independent of the z coordinate and is therefore given by a single function y = y(x, t) of space and time. The tangent to the profile makes an angle ψ < π/2 with respect to the horizontal, so the inward normal to the profile makes an angle π/2 − ψ with the horizontal. Also introduced is
Basic Assumptions and Notations
Following Sipos et al. (2011) , it is assumed that small abraders are incident from the left making an angle φ with the horizontal. As time proceeds, a point on the profile with constant x coordinate moves with vertical velocity given by
the partial derivative being taken at fixed x. The velocity of the same point along the inward normal is
Abrasion due to collisions with incoming abraders with isotropic, uniform distribution has been first derived by Bloore (1977) , for the detailed derivation of the planar case see also Domokos et al. (2009) . Under the assumption of unidirectional abraders, Bloore's partial differential equation (PDE) can be readily modified by the inclination factor to obtain
where ρ = −y (1 + y 2 ) −3/2 is the geometric curvature and v, b are positive constants. Using the latter expression as well as Eq. (4) yields
Using Eq. (2), from Eq. (6), we obtain Without restricting generality, it is assumed that φ = 0 (i.e. that the x axis is aligned with the flight direction of the abraders) to obtain
Note that L = b/v is the only independent length scale of the equation. Rather than describing the profile in terms of y considered as a function of x and t, one may regard x as a function of y and t : x = x(y, t). Thus, obtained iṡ
where nowẋ = ∂ t x(y, t) keeping y fixed and x = ∂ y x(y, t) keeping t fixed. Our equation is a model of collision-based abrasion and the first (constant) term corresponds to the abrasion caused by small abrading particles whereas the second (curvature) term is significant if the abrader is large (Sipos et al. 2011; Domokos et al. 2009; Bloore 1977) . Based on this physical background, in forthcoming numerical simulations, it will be assumed that on non-convex parts of the profile the curvature term vanishes (as large abraders are not likely to hit concave domains). The modified equation reads
Existence of Traveling Waves
Note that Eq. (8) is first order in time and second order in space, and translationally invariant in time. It is also invariant under translations in space, both vertical and horizontal. Being first order in time, Eq. (8) defines a flow on the infinite dimensional space of profiles such that if given a smooth initial profile y(x, 0) = y initial (x), then at least for some finite time, y(x, t) is uniquely determined. In what follows, we shall investigate smooth initial Cauchy data such that y initial (x) is monotonically increasing and tends rapidly to constant values for large negative and positive values of x (Fig. 1) . Our main goal is to find out whether such a profile y initial (x) will ultimately tend under Eq. (8) to an exact traveling front solution. If it does, then we shall derive the form it must take. By assuming the common traveling wave ansatz
and after substituting into Eq. (8), we solve the resulting ordinary differential equation for f (s), and find that the solutions are all of the form of portions of circles or straight lines, which move to the right with speed
where a is the radius of the circle. Two special cases should be mentioned: for straight lines of course one has a = ∞ and c = v. The b = 0 case yields
whose general solution is Eq. (11) with c = v, thus if b = 0 then any initial shape moves to the right with speed c = v. The local solutions, made up of circles and straight lines may be patched together to give global solutions that satisfy the boundary conditions. If the latter represents a cliff ( Fig. 1) , then one has two options: (1) satisfying horizontal tangency at both lower and upper end. This implies that the only exact solutions are half circles, however, these contours are not a feasible representation of real cliffs; and (2) satisfying the horizontal tangency only at the upper end.
At the lower end, we do not prescribe a boundary condition, that is, the profile is cut off at y = 0. This admits a one-parameter (R) family circular arcs as exact traveling solutions. This approach could be justified by considering that a vertex on the upper end is convex, thus it will be abraded by large abraders, whereas a vertex on the lower end is concave so large abraders do not smear it out. Small abraders, corresponding to the constant term do not abrade any vertices.
Linear Stability
Next, we verify the linear stability of traveling waves. Suppose y(x, t) is a solution of Eq. (8) and it is assumed that the profile is convex, that is,
∂x 2 is negative, so that
with b > 0. Consider a nearby solution y(x, t) + ε(x, t), substitute into Eq. (14) and expand to the lowest order in ε to get
This equation is of the form
with convection velocity
and diffusivity
Essentially, the first term convects the disturbances with a positive space and time dependent speed u(x, t) and the second term is a diffusion term, which causes the disturbance to spread out and decrease in amplitude. This is independent of the particular profile y(x, t). In case of straight lines (y = A(x − vt) = As) based on Eqs. (17) and (18) the convection velocity and diffusivity is found to be
Now, Eq. (16) can be rewritten, using the comoving variables s, t ∂ε ∂t
which is the standard diffusion equation. So, one can conclude that all traveling profiles are locally stable; moreover, for straight lines, we have explicitly determined the diffusion and convection terms.
Nonlinear Stability and Comparison to Experiments
After having established the existence and the linear stability of circular profiles in Eq. (8), traveling at constant speed, we proceed to test their global attractivity numerically (Hagstrom and Keller 1986) . Although the most widely used numerical method for interface evolutional problems is the level set method, due to our relatively simple problem a standard O( t) accurate forward difference and an O( x 2 ) accurate central finite difference scheme on a non-uniform grid has been implemented to run Eq. (8) forward in time (Thomas 1995) with N s = 750 spatial subdivisions and a t = 10 −6 timestep. The (b)-type boundary condition (defined above) is adopted and as an initial profile y = 41.5 tanh(0.4x) + 40,
was chosen which is a good approximation of a Heaviside function. The constants in Eq. (21) were chosen to match the experimental data to be discussed below. The evolution of Eq. (21) under Eq. (8) is plotted in Fig. 2 , profiles are plotted after N t = 12500 timesteps each. Since this is a nonconvex profile, the modified abrasion law defined in Eq. (10) has been applied. The simulation shows that the circular profile appears to be globally attractive, next to the last profile (reached after 362.500 timesteps) an exact circular arc is plotted and the deviation is not noticeable. However, beyond global attractivity, one can also observe another phenomenon in the nonlinear regime. As the initial profile was nonconvex, the circular profiles are reached only after very long transients, that is, the inflection point (trajectory plotted in Fig. 2 ) lingers for an extended period of time above the x axis. In a geological setting, these transients may be relevant for very large time intervals and they may lead to nonconvex profiles being perceived as quasi-stationary.
For comparison with experiments, we rely on laboratory data presented in Sipos et al. (2011) (for additional details see Wilson 2009 and Attal and Lavé 2006) . This data was obtained using an annular flume (Attal and Lavé 2006) with cuboid marble blocks, 100 mm high, spanning the width of the flume fixed on the base as a flow obstruction. In this model, this corresponds to a Heaviside step function as an initial profile. As a numerical approximation, the smooth initial profile Eq. (21) has been adopted. The flume was loaded with limestone pebbles and water discharge was held constant. The pebbles moved by rolling and low saltations along the flume base and collided with the upstream (stoss) face of the obstacle once or several times. The stoss face (measured using three-dimensional laser scanning) evolved initially to an upstream facing convex surface, reclining toward the top. The lower 18.5 mm of the surface was prone to edge chipping, and has been eliminated from consideration. The plotted profile is 81.5 mm high. Over time, the stoss face achieved a time-independent form that advanced downstream into the obstacle. These attributes are shared with bedrock obstacles in the Liwu River, Taiwan (Hartshorn et al. 2002) . Figure 2 shows the profiles measured in the experiments and the approximate location of the inflection point. Similar to the numerical simulation, the inflection point lingers above the x axis for an extended time period. In fact, the experiment was terminated before it vanished. Figure 2 is an overlay of the numerical and experimental data and one can observe that both the shape and the evolution rates show a good match. The phenomenon illustrated in Fig. 2 may account for the geological observation of nonconvex steady-state profiles, which correspond to the long transients before the circular shape settles in.
Conclusions
In this paper, a geophysical example of moving interfaces has been investigated, namely, the abrasion of bedrock by incoming particles. While cliff erosion on a larger scale is governed by material conservation (Fisher 1866) , in this case the physical process is dominated by fragmentation due to collisions with incoming particles. Consequently, the simple PDE model is set up (Eq. (8)) for abrasion under unidirectional (parallel) impacts, based on Bloore's model (Bloore 1977) for isotropic abrasion. One of the central questions in the global analysis of geometric PDEs is the existence of self-similar solutions (so-called shrinkers). From the geological point of view, shrinkers also appear to be of prime interest: Their mathematical existence would provide a feasible explanation for field observations on coastal pebbles, which in any given geological location, tend to be ellipsoidal with axis ratios in narrow ranges. The first result on the existence of shrinkers is due to Lord Rayleigh (1942) who found that if the abrasion speed in the direction of the surface normal is proportional to the (1/4)th power of the Gaussian curvature then all ellipsoids become shrinkers. Despite its mathematical beauty, Rayleigh's result is of little geological relevance since there is no evidence that abrasion would be indeed governed by a fractional power of the Gaussian curvature. Bloore analyzed his general collisional PDE model and found that the only self-similar solutions are spheres. More recently, Domokos and Gibbons (2012) provided an approximation to Bloore's model based on ordinary differential equations, called the box equations, which admitted an extension of Bloore's collisional model by frictional terms. They showed that in the box equations, in the presence of frictions, shrinkers exist. Since frictional mechanisms apparently contribute to coastal processes, this finding may serve as a mathematical explanation for field observations. While the existence of shrinkers is a central question in the abrasion processes of particles under isotropic conditions, in a unidirectional (unilateral) abrasion process the existence of traveling (solitary) solutions is of similar importance: They offer the explanation to the geological observation of receding cliffs with time-invariant, stationary profiles. In the current paper, the aim was to identify such solutions in an environment created by unidirectional impact. To this end, we modify Bloore's model and obtain the governing PDE for unidirectional abrasion. By using the traveling wave ansatz (Eq. (11)), circular traveling solutions are found. After establishing their local (linear) stability analytically, their global attractivity is tested by finite difference simulations and found to appear to be globally stable. We compared our numerical results to laboratory experiments presented in Sipos et al. (2011) and found good agreement. Our results also show a very good agreement with field observations (Wilson and Hovius 2010) describing the spontaneous emergence of stationary, convex profiles on upstream facing surfaces. Nevertheless, both laboratory experiments as well as field observations reported that the lower part of the profiles are often nonconvex. While our theory predicts entirely convex profiles at infinite times, our numerical simulation showed that nonconvex profiles may approach their final, circular steady-state geometry via long transients as inflection points may linger above the x axis for extended periods of time. The length of the transients may well be relevant on the timescale of geological erosion, so this fact may account for the geological observation of (almost) stationary, nonconvex profiles in riverbeds.
